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Effect of cervico-thoracic mobilization on shoulder pain and functional independence in paraplegics
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30%-50% of the individuals with spinal cord injury (SCI) have shoulder pain of such severity that it interferes with transfers, 
manual wheelchair propulsion, overhead reaching, and sleep; it can also limit vocational and recreational pursuits. 

Wheelchair propulsion and transfers (mostly studied) are among the other factors responsible for inducing shoulder pain, 
which is unavoidable to be functionally independent. In the presence of pain, individuals may not perform up to the optimal 
level or deny doing exercises. Rest may prolong rehabilitation duration, increase financial burden, depression or reduced 
motivation. Also, no standardized exercise protocols are available (minimum of 6 weeks and more) due to less number of studies 
and home exercise programs are of longer duration. 4 weeks (5 days a week, 1 session per day) of cervico-thoracic mobilization 
when combined with exercises (stretching and strengthening) showed statistically significant decrease in shoulder pain and 
improved functional independence than exercise therapy alone. Addition of cervico-thoracic mobilization sets platform to 
perform the exercises optimally, facilitate rehabilitation by immediate pain reduction and maintain the effect 24 hours post-
intervention. It also reduces the duration of treatment for shoulder pain as compared to the available protocols. Since level 
of injury, level of impairment, motivation, environmental factors influence the functional independence, comprehensive 
approach should be considered.
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